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Abstract

This paper presents a model to mine information in ap-
plications involving Web and graph analysis, referred to as
WIM – Web Information Mining – model. We demonstrate
the model characteristics using a Web warehouse. The Web
data in the warehouse is modeled as a graph, where nodes
represent Web pages and edges represent hyperlinks. In the
model, objects are always sets of nodes and belong to one
class. We have physical objects containing attributes di-
rectly obtained from Web pages and links, as the title of a
Web page or the start and end pages of a link. Logical ob-
jects can be created by performing predefined operations
on any existing object. In this paper we present the model
components, propose a set of eleven operators and give ex-
amples of views. A view is a sequence of operations on
objects, and it represents a way to mine information in the
graph. As practical examples, we present views for cluster-
ing nodes and for identifying related item sets.

1 Introduction

In the last years, the amount of accessible digital infor-
mation has grown enormously. Estimations say that be-
tween 1999 and 2004 the humankind has published in the
Web a volume of data equivalent to all the information gen-
erated before 1999. The World Wide Web (or just Web) can
be seen as a textual and multimedia distributed database that
reaches hundreds of terabytes. This amount of data repre-
sents new challenges in many areas in computer science,
particularly to database, information retrieval, data mining
and Web mining areas [5, 3].

The Web is a collection of semistructured documents.

Most documents are of in HTML, with tags containing meta
information about pieces of the document. There are three
distinct data types in the Web: semistructured multimedia
content (or Web pages), hyperlink (or just link) structure
and usage data in the form of Web logs [30]. A system
used for storing, retrieving and managing large amounts of
any type of data is called a data warehouse. A particular
data warehouse containing data from the Web is known as
a Web warehouse.

In this paper we present a model to mine information
in applications involving graph analysis. Our model is re-
ferred to as WIM – Web Information Mining – model. The
motivation behind the model is to have a platform for in-
tensive but simple Web mining processing. Currently, most
Web mining applications needad-hocsolutions which are
not easy to maintain and scale. Our goals are to provide
a modular, flexible, extensible, and scalable testbed, with
the disadvantage of a potential performance lost due to its
generality. Nevertheless, we believe that our approach will
allow faster analysis and hence, more results.

To demonstrate the model characteristics we use a Web
warehouse. In the Web warehouse, Web data is modeled as
a graph, where nodes represent Web pages and edges rep-
resent hyperlinks. WIM models the Web pages, the link
structure and logs as objects that represent some view of
a Web warehouse, manipulated by a formal algebra with
eleven operators. The objects are instances of classes that
incorporates sets of elements. Physical objects contain at-
tributes directly obtained from Web pages and links.

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
details of the WIM model. Section 3 introduces the primi-
tive operators. Section 4 presents practical examples, show-
ing different views for two distinct applications: cluster-
ing nodes and identification of related item sets in the Web
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warehouse. Section 5 presents related work. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 presents the conclusions of our work.

2 The Model

To fulfill our main goals, that is, modularity, flexibility,
extensibility, and scalability; we decided to use an object
oriented approach for the model, coupled with the support
of efficient internal algorithms.

The WIM model components are classes, objects, phys-
ical objects, operations and views, as shown in Figure 1.
Super Nodeis the superclass andNode, RelationandLog
are subclasses ofSuper Node. The WIM model is based on
the object oriented paradigm.Objectsare sets representing
instances of some class andPhysical Pages, Physical Links
andPhysical Logsare physical objects of the classesNode,
Relationand Log, respectively. The objects are modified
by operations performed on the objects.Viewsare queries
performed by operations on sequences of objects andDy-
namic Operationsare views with generic input objects and
parameters.

Figure 1. Main components of the model.

Every object has the attributeid as an internal refer-
ence to its elements. The attributename, defined in the
classNodeis an external reference to the node. The class
Relationallows relationships among object nodes of other
classes. Objects of the class Relation, with attributesstart
andend , store start and end nodes of each relation element.
The WIM model supports hypergraphs [12]. In this case,
other attributes apart fromstart and end are required to
store the other nodes involved in each hyperedge. In this
paper, we often refer to elements of the classes Node and
Relation bynodesandrelations, respectively. The subclass

Log associates information of Web logs to object elements.
Objects of this class have the attributetime, referred to the
time stamp of every event in the log.

An object is always a set of elements. As instances, the
objectsphysical pagesandphysical linksrepresent, respec-
tively, all the Web pages and links among pages in a given
Web warehouse. These objects have physical attributes that
can be directly obtained from the elements of the object.
Some examples of attributes for the object physical pages
are: the page URL, the page length, the time of the last mod-
ification on the page, the time that the page was crawled,
the email addresses in the page, the page text, title, among
other things. Objects haveDynamic Attributes[4], allow-
ing the addition or deletion of attributes when an operator is
applied.

Theoperationsare functions that modify the object char-
acteristics, generating a new object or returning a value. A
view is a query performed by a sequence of operators and
objects, where the operators are applied to input objects or
to objects returned by other operators. It returns a special
object which is the result of the view. Objects returned by
views can bematerializedor not [14], depending on time
and space costs and on the application. Materialized objects
can be used in any other view as input objects. In Figure 1,
the viewExample would be:

ObjectA = op1(Physical Pages,Physical Logs, value);
ObjectB = op2(Physical Links,Object A);
ObjectB = op3(Object B);

Dynamic Operationsare views with generic input ob-
jects and parameters, normally useful in other views. In the
view Example above, the input objects are Physical Pages,
Physical Logs and Physical Links. Only one extra parame-
ter is required:value, for op1 . By generalizing the input
objects and parameters of the view, the following dynamic
object is able to be used in any other view:

Result = dynamicOperator(OClassNode , OClassLog ,
OClassRelation , value);

The set of operations that we describe next were de-
signed after studying several normal Web mining applica-
tions and extracting the basic needs of them.

3 Primitive Operations

We callprimitive operationsthe operations that are im-
portant to the WIM model and that cannot be a view, that is,
they cannot be implemented by using a sequence of other
operators. The WIM algebra is composed of eleven prim-
itive operators, divided into three categories: the extended
relational algebra operators (containing five operations), the
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graph operators (containing four operations) and other op-
erators (the content similarity operator and the calculus op-
erator). The three categories of operators are presented in
the following three sections.

3.1 Extended Relational Algebra Operators

The extended relational algebra operators are used to ma-
nipulate object attributes, with extensions of the traditional
relational algebra operators including set operators. They
are five operators: Select, Project, Merge, Join and Order.
Select: this operator selects tuples of the object. Two op-
tions are possible:value andtop-k . The optionvalue al-
lows the selection of tuples that satisfy a condition for a
given attribute. It is also possible to combine various condi-
tions by means of logical operators (AND, OR, NOT). With
the optionvalue the operator works as the traditional rela-
tional algebra operator [14].Top-k returns only a given
number of tuples in the top ranking (according to an at-
tribute or similarity measure) of an ordered list.
Project: this operator returns an object with a given set of
attributes. Two options are possible:normal andrelation.
With the optionnormal , the operator works as the tra-
ditional relational algebra operator with the same name.
Relation is used to project all the relations of an hyper-
graph. The Project operator can return “bags” [14], with
multiple occurrences of a tuple.
Merge: with this operator three options are possible:
union, intersection and difference. The optionunion
returns all the tuples that occur in any object involved.
Intersection returns only the tuples that occur in the two
objects involved.Difference returns an object with the tu-
ples that occur in an objectA, excepting those ones that also
occur in an objectB. Merge can be applied to bags, where
the amount of duplicated tuples into the object returned vary
according to the merging option.
Join: with this operator four distinct options are possi-
ble: objects, bags, non-directed anddisjoin. Joinobjects
works as the Join operator of the relational algebra, re-
turning an object with the attributes of two input objects,
considering the tuples with the same value for a given at-
tribute (normally the identifier). Joinbags converts a bag
to a set, that is, without duplications of tuples. A new at-
tribute quantity is inserted, to count the amount of previ-
ous identical tuples.Non-directedis used in relation ob-
jects to eliminate the direction of the relations, what is done
by just deleting the relations with valuesstart andend in-
verted. Thedisjoin option is used to separate items that are
arrays, where every element of the array generates a new
tuple into the object. An implicit array separator may be
indicated. For example, applying Join(disjoin) to the tu-
ple {1; (a, b, c)} results in the tuples{1; a}, {1; b} and
{1; c}.

Order: this operator sorts the tuples inincreasing or
decreasing order by one or more attributes.

3.2 Graph Operators

The graph operators are used in applications where the
information of both nodes and edges of the graph are im-
portant, such as singular value decomposition (asPagerank
[22]). There are four operators: Add relation, Link distance,
Connected Nodes and Singular Value Decomposition.
Add Relation: in this operator, if the input object belongs
to the class relation, it adds new relations and the graph re-
turned is a hypergraph. If the input object belongs to the
class node, the input object is converted to the class re-
lation. The following options are available, for both re-
lation and node input objects:fixed , cross product and
same attribute. Fixed means that two given attributes are
the start and end attributes of the new object. In this case,
the operator may be unary or binary. If unary, one of the
start or end attributes may be created for a constant value.
Cross product converts all distinct node pairs of the ob-
ject in relations, similarly with a Cartesian product of the
object with itself, excluding self loops.Same attribute
means that a relation is inserted among every pair of nodes
with the same attribute value, for a given attribute. For ex-
ample, if we have the tuples{1; a}, {1; b}, {2; c} and
{2; d}, the application of the current operator with the
option cross product results in the non-directed relations
a− b, a− c, a− d, b− c, b− d andc− d. With the option
same attribute the resulting relations are onlya − b and
c− d, since there is no cross product among elements with
different values for the first attribute (values1 and2). The
direction can also be considered. For example, if the opera-
tor Add Relation is used withsame attribute anddirected ,
for the instance example above, the following directed rela-
tions would be returned:a → b, b → a, c → d andd → c.
The resulting object discards the other attributes related to
the nodes, since the values are related to only one object,
not to every object of the relation.
Link Distance: this operator is also a way for adding new
relations, which can be done according to methods like
co-citation [29], bibliographic coupling [19] or distance-
k transitivity [15]. A new attributedistance is added to
store the previous distance among nodes of the new relation
object. The operator is recursive for co-citation and bib-
liographic coupling, but it is also possible to perform par-
tial link distance. In this case, relations are inserted among
nodes that are distant from a given maximum number of re-
lations. The operator can be applied to every relation of an
object or to only a subset of elements. When applied to a
subset of elements, a list of nodes must be informed and the
resulting object would contain only relations involving the
nodes of this list. Distance-k transitivity can be forward,
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backward or both. The option “both” works as an union
of the options forward and backward. It is also possible to
perform transitive closure.
Connected Nodes:this operator identifies theconnected
components, thestrongly connected components or the
minimum spanning tree of a graph [12], always adding
a new attributesubgraph to indicate the subgraph number
for which the relation belongs to. The operator works by
deleting edges of the graph, for any of the three options.
Singular Value Decomposition:when this operator is ap-
plied to an object of the class relation, it returns an object
of the class node with one more attribute according to the
Pagerank [22], Authority −Hub [20], or any other mea-
sure defined by matrix algebra.

3.3 Other Operators

In this third category we have two isolated operators:
Content Similarity and Calculus. The Content Similarity
operator identifies the content similarity among connected
nodes [24]. The Calculus operator is directly applied to
given attributes of objects, performing mathematical and
statistical calculus.
Content Similarity: if this operator is applied to a relation
object, compare a given textual attribute of the start and end
nodes of every relation. As the information of the nodes
are carried by objects of the class node, objects of this class
must be informed. The direction of the relation can be used
for containment comparison. If applied to a node object, the
operator is used to calculate the similarity of a givenquery
and a textual attribute of a node object. A new attribute
similarity is added. The comparison processes may be in-
dependent for distinct applications. For Web applications
some comparison processes could be:

• tf-idf: term frequency and inverse document frequency
[28];

• Shingles: it uses similar passages of text [10];

• Terms comparison: it uses attributes such as title, URL
text, similar items of the list, anchor text, or mail-to
address.

• User-defined function: this function may use both re-
lation and node objects (for example, a given ranking
algorithm for searching).

Calculus: this operator can bebinary or unary . If
binary, it returns an object with thesum, difference,
multiplication or division of the values or content (if the
attribute is non numerical) of two given attributes, for the
nodes existing in the two objects. If unary, four options
are possible:count , constant , normalize and function.
Count returns the quantity of tuples in the object. With

the optionconstant , the sum, difference, multiplication or
division is used with a constant value in one of the two
operands. Sum and difference operations may be applied
to text attributes, respectively, for appending or for delet-
ing some text of a given attribute. The optionfunction
allows the application of specific functions for a given at-
tribute and returns a value. The function can be user de-
fined or pre-defined, as thestatistical functions. The sta-
tistical measures aremean average, geometric average,
standard deviation, mode andmedian. The last two mea-
sures can be applied to non numerical attributes.

4 Examples of Applications

In this section we present two applications that show the
expressive power of the WIM model. Before entering in the
applications we show how useful operations can be defined.
One example is an operation to change an object from the
class relation to the class node. This is an example of opera-
tor that is not primitive, since it can be constructed by using
the existing operators.

In figures that represent views and dynamic operators we
use boxes to represent objects and arrows to represent an op-
eration. The object linked from an arrow is an input for the
current operation. The object which an arrow links is the
output of that operation. The internal object labels repre-
sent the history of operators applied to objects in the view.
For example, an object has a labelORN.CN if the operator
“Connected Nodes” (CN ) was applied to the input object
of the view, and later the operator “Relation to Node” (RN )
was applied. The label of an operation represents the oper-
ator used and its parameters. An arrow with a dashed line
do not represent an operation. It means that the input object
stores a constant value that is used as a parameter in an op-
erator (as in in Figure 4). If an object is represented with a
double line in its base (such as the two end objects of the
view Format List in Figure 5), the object is materialized.

Figure 2 shows the dynamic operatorRelation to Node,
formally defined as:

ResultClassNode = RelationToNode(OClassRelation ,
mergeMode, otherAttr∗);

wheremergeMode is one of the possible options for the
primitive operator Merge. The parameterotherAttr allows
the addition of other attributes apart fromstart and end
in the projection step. The remaining parameters used are
fixed, which means that the user of the dynamic operator
cannot modify them. This occurs with the two first parame-
ters of the operator Project. Note that this dynamic operator
cannot be applied to a relation object that represents a hy-
pergraph.

In the following sections we present views for clustering
nodes and for identifying related item sets.
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Figure 2. The dynamic operator Relation to
Node.

4.1 Clustering Nodes

A cluster is a collection of data objects that aresimilar
to one another within the same cluster and aredissimilar to
the objects in other clusters. The process of grouping a set
of objects into classes of similar objects is calledclustering
[18]. Related to graph applications, the clustering activity
consists of partitioning the graph. In this section we present
two views for graph partitioning.

The first view,Cluster Nodes, groups nodes according to
the presence of a relation – a very simple but useful heuristic
for Web graph applications (non-labeled graph). The appli-
cation of Cluster Nodes to one object of the class relation
results in an object belonging to the class node, with the ad-
dition of the attributesubgraph. This new attribute stores
the cluster number that each node belongs to.

Figure 3 shows the view Cluster Nodes as a dynamic op-
erator, built for future use in other views. It means that the
input of the view is generic. Thus, it is allowed that other
objects belonging to theclass relationis the input object.
Some internal attributes may be variables, like the attribute
quantityof the operator Select.

The dynamic operator works as follows. Initially the op-
erator Connected Nodes is applied to an object of the class
relation. The strongly connected components are identified
by inserting a new attributesubgraph to store the subgraph
number which the relation belongs to. Next, a dynamic op-
erator Relation to Node is used to convert the object from
the class relation to the class node. The conversion consists
of considering every node in thestart andend nodes of the
input object as a node in the output object. The parame-
ter Union means that the objectORN.CN contains all the
nodes existing in the attributesstart andend from the input
objectOCN . The parametersubgraph indicates that the at-
tributesubgraph is kept in the resulting operatorORN.CN .

Next, Join is used with the optionbags. Thus, ob-
ject OJo.RN.CN contains the same elements than object
ORN.CN , but without replication of tuples and with a new
attributequantity, to store the number of identical tuples
(for every distinct tuple) in the previous objectORN.CN .

Figure 3. The dynamic operator Cluster
Nodes.

Select is used to consider only the clusters with a minimal
number of nodes (the constant user-definedquant), what
might be important in Web warehouse. At the end the nodes
are ordered by the attributesubgraph, just to keep the ele-
ments of each cluster together. Note that the object returned
contains the list of node numbers and the subgraph number
which the nodes belong to. Most views that use this op-
erator may need to merge this result with an object of the
class node, returning the names or other information of the
clustered nodes.

It is possible to use the dynamic operator just presented
to cluster nodes in labeled graphs. The simplest way might
be to perform the operator Select before the operator Cluster
Nodes, eliminating edges that do not reach a given thresh-
old. The second view is a more sophisticated solution for la-
beled graph partitioning. Some algorithms for clustering on
labeled graphs use the minimum spanning tree and thresh-
olds to eliminate edges [13]. The mean average of all the
edges weights, or functions involving this statistical mea-
sure are often used as threshold.

Figure 4 shows the viewImproved Cluster. Initially the
mean average for the attributeweight is calculated and
stored as a constant value in the objectOmeanAverage. By
the operator Connected Nodes, only the edges belonging
to the minimum spanning trees are maintained. The object
OCN has a new attributesubgraph, that identifies the sub-
graph number which each edge belongs to, since various
minimum spanning trees can be generated. In the next step,
Select is used to exclude edges that have the weight less
than the mean average. Now the minimal spanning trees are
partitioned. The operator Connected Nodes is applied again
to rearrange the new subgraphs, associating a new subgraph
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number to every subgraph. Relation to Node returns the list
of nodes and its subgraph number.

Figure 4. The view Improved Cluster.

4.2 Related Item Sets

In this section we present views to find related item sets
in HTML lists, using ‘LI’ tags. We allow a related item set
to be composed by items that not necessarily have occurred
allwaystogether in some lists. They may occur frequently
in pairs. Note that we use the expressionitem setinstead
of itemset, since the second one is defined in data mining
as being the items that occur together. Views for mining
frequentitemsetsare presented in [23].

Preliminarily we present in Figure 5 the dynamic opera-
tor Format List, required for the views involving sets in this
section, with the function of preparing the items of lists to
be used as nodes. The operator Format List works as fol-
lows. Initially given attributes are projected. We are using
only HTML lists for simplification, but it would be inter-
esting to use other evidences as the items of menus. The
Join operator is used to separate the elements of the list,
where each item generates a tuple. The attributesitemId
and item, added by the operator Join, are projected and
represent one of the two operator outputs. This object is
required to retrieve the item name, since the other object re-
turned do not possess this information. The operator Node
to Relation is applied with the parametersameAttr , where
every pair of nodes with the sameid becomes a relation.
The object returned contains, for every list considered in
the input node object (object of the class node), relations
among every pair of items of the list.

Figure 6 presents the view Sets, constructed to identify
the related item sets. Applied to a physical pages object
containing an attribute with the items list, the operator Sets
returns a node object where each node represents an element
of the sets identified. The heuristic used in the Sets view is

Figure 5. The dynamic operator Format List.

the following: a related item set contains item pairs that
occurred together frequently in lists of the Web warehouse,
privileging also individually the most frequent item pairs.

Figure 6. The view Sets.

The view Sets shown in Figure 6 works as follows. Ini-
tially the dynamic operator Format List is used to prepare
the data in the physical object. The operator Cluster Nodes
groups the nodes, considering the pairs that occur together
at least five times, number that can be adjusted. The nodes
are ordered initially by the subgraph number and later by the
weight inserted by the previous operator Node to Relation.
The weight represents the amount of relations preliminar-
ily existent among the nodes. The top15 distinct elements
are selected. The object returned is finally joined with one
object that contains the item names. The joining step is re-
quired because in the operator Node to Relation above only
the reference of the item (itemId ) was considered. If de-
sired, the selection and joining steps would be performed in
a loop, in order to return several most frequent related lists.

Now suppose we want to make suggestions of similar
items, based on one or more input items. A similar applica-
tion is Google Sets [16]. The viewSearch Setis shown in
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Figure 7. The heuristic used in the view is similar to the one
used in the previous view Sets, however the sets considered
are limited by the query terms and other terms that have a
“link distance” relation to the query terms.

Figure 7. The view Search Set.

Figure 7 presents the view Search Set. From the ob-
ject Oid−nameList, Select is used to obtain the references
and names of the input item listinputList, informed by
the user. The operator Link Distance uses the nodes in
Oid−nameInputList to perform distance-k transitivity on
nodes. The objectOLD.FL is a bag [14] and contains only
relations involving the items of the query (present in the
objectOid−nameInputList), including the relations just in-
serted by the operator Link Distance. The operator Join is
used and a new attributequantity is added, with the amount
of similar elements in the bag, for each different element.
For pruning, only elements that appeared at least five times
are selected. The elements are ordered initially by the dis-
tance among the nodes and later by the amount of similar
elements. In objectOOr.Sel.Jo.LD.FL the start attribute
contains the nodes of the query, so only theend attribute is
projected. The top15 distinct nodes are selected and next
the names of the resulted nodes are obtained from the object
Oid−nameList, by the operator Join.

5 Related Work

The Web is viewed as a directed graph in [21], using a
database perspective. It uses SQL-like query language for
the Web search and also retains the Web topological struc-
ture to construct a Web algebra to manipulate objects of the
model. As an extension of [21], [8] introduces Whoweda
(Warehouse of Web Data), a project aiming to manage and
access heterogeneous information on the Web. Design and
research issues in a Web warehouse system are discussed,
including algebraic operators for Web information access
and manipulation, Web data visualization, and Web knowl-
edge discovery. In [7] new operators, as pack (for group
objects) and sort are introduced for Whoweda, using inter-
esting examples. The operator join for Whoweda is intro-
duced in a more recent work [9]. WIM differs of Whoweda
in many aspects. WIM is based on the object oriented para-
digm. WIM operators work in a higher level than Whoweda
operators. Whoweda has operators for visualization, what is
not defined in the WIM.

The main and basic concepts in Web mining are well ex-
plained in [30]. Most of the efforts in Web mining for Web
warehouse are focused on the XML technology, as the Xy-
lene project [1], a dynamic warehouse for XML data. A
recent work, [6], uses frequent itemsets to treat the template
detection problem. Specially in Web usage mining [11],
algorithms based on usage, content and structure informa-
tion to automatically identify interesting knowledge in us-
age have been developed. As an example, they performed
the algorithms to discover interesting frequent itemsets.

Related to graph applications, some works propose ex-
tensions for the relational algebra model, changing or intro-
ducing new operators and elements specifically for graphs.
The graph application used in [17] is the electrical network
maintenance system. The operators are divided in binary
and unary. Examples of binary operators are union and in-
tersection, and examples of unary operators are select and
project. The graph algebra introduced in [26] promises
to reduce the effort in view specifications by lowering the
number of queries needed to define a view. As an exam-
ple, a view to solve the minimal covering graph problem is
constructed.

There is a number of papers related to the implementa-
tion and complexity analysis of algorithms related to graph
algebra, data and web warehouse, and web mining. We
highlight [2], that discuss the pros and cons of materialize
the views for future use. The operator Project often results
in bags, specially when applied to relation objects. The use
and implementation of bags in Web warehouses is discussed
in [27].

Raghavan and Garcia-Molina [25] recently worked on
complex expressive Web queries for a Web warehouse.
They view a web warehouse simultaneously as a collection
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of Web documents, as a navigable directed graph, and as a
set of relational tables storing Web pages properties. Thus,
the Web warehouse is modeled as a collection of pages
and links, with associated page and link attributes. The
model incorporates the ranking of pages and links, allow-
ing queries using different similarity measures, as TF-IDF
or Pagerank. A snapshot of the Web warehouse is called a
Web relation. By applying specific operators on a Web rela-
tion, a new Web relation is generated. This work is closer to
WIM than other works introduced in this section, with some
important distinctions. In WIM we extend the relational al-
gebra and the algebra used in [25], allowing operations for
relation objects. We also extend the concept of node, which
is not limited to web pages, and we allow hypergraphs.

6 Conclusions

We have introduced a model to mine information in Web
and graph applications, referred to as WIM – Web Informa-
tion Mining – model. According to the model, the nodes
are represented by an object of the subclassNodeand the
edges by an object of the subclassRelation. In this work we
focused on the Web as the main application. However, the
model can be applied to other graph structures such as bib-
liographic databases where links are citations, or telephone
transactions where pages are client information and links
are phone calls.

In the model a view is a sequence of operations on ob-
jects, and it represents a way to mine information in the
graph. As practical examples, we developed views for clus-
tering and for identifying similar pages in a Web warehouse.
The examples demonstrated some of the key characteris-
tics of the WIM model: modularity, since a view can be
converted in a dynamic operator and used in other views;
flexibility, since we can have distinct views to solve the
same problem, and we can adjust internal parameters for
the views;broadness, since many new views were created
without changing the set of operators; and theapplicabil-
ity of the model for graph problems and problems that can
be converted in graph problems. We stand out the impor-
tance of the graph operators, mainly that ones to convert
objects between distinct classes. The conversion operators
give flexibility to the model, allowing the implementation
of heuristics as the one used in the views for finding related
item sets.

As extensions of the examples shown in this paper, we
have developed views for applications related to data min-
ing and information retrieval [23]. Related to data mining,
we have developed a view for finding frequent itemsets for
association rule mining. Related to information retrieval,
we have developed views for performing a simple query, for
clustering the query results and for improving the quality of
the ranking.

Considering all the views developed, all the eleven prim-
itive operators have been used. Most of them have been
used in at least three different views. We also highlighted
the importance of dynamic operators. Some of them are
frequently used in the views, as the Relation to Node and
Cluster Nodes.
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